Top 10 Reasons why SPOT Powered by EvaluationKIT Is Better than Scholar (Sakai) SPOT

10. Teachers can add their own questions to the surveys from the Canvas interface. *

9. Colleges and departments can add their own questions from the Canvas interface that are specific to the college, department, or course. *

8. Summer-long and other variable-term courses will be included in SPOT. *

7. Instructors can benchmark themselves against their department and college.

6. Course lists and rosters import directly from Canvas, eliminating the need to use Banner teaching load.

5. Responsive user interface allows students to enjoy the same survey experience on any device.

4. No more deadlines three weeks before evaluations start for data setup! Rosters and courses can be modified even after the survey is live.

3. Teachers and departments have robust reporting options for SPOT data within Canvas.

2. Teachers and departments can monitor response rates real-time in Canvas.

And the number one reason...

1. Students will be able to access SPOT surveys and view reminders in Canvas for a more consistent experience that should drive up response rates.

Questions? Contact VT 4Help: http://4help.vt.edu

* These features are coming in Spring 2017. *